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Tipperary County Council, Limerick City and County Council and 
Transport Infrastructure Ireland are collaborating in developing a 
solution to the existing transportation issues along the N24 transport 
corridor between Cahir in County Tipperary and west of Brooks 
Bridge in County Limerick as part of the N24 Cahir to Limerick 
Junction Project. This is a transportation project aimed at providing 
a sustainable transport solution over this section of the N24 corridor 
(approximately 37km in length) whilst also providing efficient regional 
connectivity between Limerick and Waterford cities and the Western, 
Southern and Eastern Regions. 

The N24 is a strategic corridor linking the cities of Limerick to 
Waterford, traversing through the counties of Limerick, Tipperary 
and Kilkenny with a total length of approximately 116km. Limerick 
and Waterford represent the 3rd and 5th largest daytime working 

populations in the country respectively and while only 130km apart, 
there are surprisingly few economic links between the two cities. The 
route also forms part of the strategic link between Shannon Foynes 
Port (via the M7, N18 and N69) and the Port of Waterford (via the 
N9, N25 and N29) and Rosslare Europort (via the N25). In essence, 
the N24 carries both long distance traffic from the southeast of the 
country to the mid-west of the country and significant regional and 
inter-urban traffic flows between Waterford, Carrick-On-Suir, Clonmel, 
Tipperary and Limerick. The section of the N24 through Tipperary 
Town also provides regional connections to Cashel (N74). 

A key driver for the project is to ensure that all elements of transport 
(including public transport, walking, cycling) are working together 
to achieve a sustainable solution and to minimise the impact to the 
natural and built environment. 

What are the Issues?

Project Background and Description
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Phase 1 to 4 Process
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Identification of the Solution

The Preferred Transport Solution has been developed in line with 
the hierarchy of mode which seeks to prioritise Active Travel modes 
such as walking and cycling, followed by public transport over the 
use of private vehicles. The Preferred Transport Solution has also 
been developed incrementally in line with the hierarchy of intervention 
which seeks to make the best use of the existing asset through 
maintenance, optimisation, and improvement before  the construction 
of new infrastructure. 

The option selection process was undertaken in accordance with 
these principles. Alternatives and Option Corridors were developed 
and taken through the staged appraisal process, with certain elements 
discounted where these did not meet the project objectives. The 
retained alternatives and Preferred Option Corridor were combined 
to form the overall recommended Transport Solution for the project. 
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Project Objectives & Appraisal Outcome 

Transport Strategy for the N24 Corridor 

The N24 projects objectives are to deliver a reliable and sustainable transport solution for the N24 corridor to provide effi cient connectivity 
between Limerick and Waterford. This will encourage local, regional, national and international development to balance regional development 

and improve the quality of life of residents in the corridor. All of which are in keeping with the objectives of the National Development Plan.

The appraisal of the Preferred Transport Solution confi rms that the project objectives are being met with positive outcomes for the region.

Environment 

Economy

Physical
 Activity

Safety

Accessibility & 
Social Inclusion Integration

Project 
Objectives

Upon completion of the project appraisal, the Transport Strategy for the N24 Corridor was developed as an amalgamation of different 
alternatives and options within the study area as follow:

From this Transport Strategy the Preferred Transport Solution to be progressed as part of this project includes:
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Preferred Transport Solution

Public 
Transport 

Component

Demand 
Management 

Measures 
Component

• Provision of a comprehensive cycle network (including connection between Limerick Junction and Tipperary Town)
• Improved facilities for cyclists (e.g. cycle parking, e-bike charging, etc.)
• Improvements to pedestrian facilities (e.g. improved crossings and footpath provision)
• Improve permeability within Tipperary Town and Cahir
• Potential pedestrianisation of key streets

This component includes the signalisation of key junctions within Tipperary Town and the project will enable 
provision for other demand management measures including:

Active Travel 
Component

Active Travel Component
Active Travel means walking or cycling as part of a purposeful journey. 
Walking as part of a commute to work, cycling to the shop, or scooting 
to school are all considered Active Travel, whereas walking or cycling 
for recreational purposes are not. The provision of safe infrastructure to 
support Active Travel such as segregated cycling and walking facilities 
can also help alleviate congestion and meet climate action objectives 
by providing viable alternatives and connectivity with existing public 
transport infrastructure. The benefi ts of Active Travel include health 
benefi ts as well as environmental and economic benefi ts.

The future Active Travel Strategy for this section of the N24 Corridor 
includes a number of integrated components, with the aim of delivering 
a credible alternative mode of travel which is safe, inclusive, connected 
and attractive. This Strategy includes the following elements:

Bus: The project can facilitate the 
improvement for Bus Services with improved 
journey times due to removal of congestion 
along the network and improved quality of the 
road. 

In consultation with the NTA the following 
will be considered during Phase 3 of the 
project with the provision of improved road 
infrastructure:
• Provide more inter-urban bus services 

and ensure suitable connectivity to the 
towns and villages along this route

• Improve local bus services in Tipperary 
Town and Cahir

• Potential to provide new bus routes
• Departure and arrival times linked to 

typical working patterns

Rail: The project will provide enhanced connectivity 
to Limerick Junction Railway Station and enable the 
provision of park and ride facilities at the train station 
helping transform it into a mobility hub where all modes 
of transport can interchange.

In consultation with the NTA and Irish Rail there is the 
potential for the following:

• Provision of a mobility hub at Limerick Junction
• Improved rail services, with no interchange between 

Limerick and Waterford, stopping at all stations 
along the Limerick to Waterford Line, including 
Tipperary Town and Cahir which fall within the study 
area 

• Frequencies of at least 1 train per hour during peak 
periods 

• Departure and arrival times linked to typical working 
patterns

Analysis of traffi c patterns in the study area has revealed 
16% of trips are within 3km of Tipperary Town which could 
be made by more sustainable modes other than the private 
car. 

Improvements to the walking and cycling infrastructure within 
Tipperary Town and Cahir, in addition to enhancements to 
local bus services, would support an increase in sustainable 
trip making. This in turn could lead to a reduction in traffi c 
levels and congestion in the towns. 

Whilst Active Travel measures did not contribute signifi cantly 
to mode shift, the Preferred Transport Solution will make 
provision for Active Travel taking cognisance of current 
guidance and the work carried out on the project to date. 
During Phase 3 of the project consideration will be given on 
how best to integrate the national road with the existing or 
proposed active travel network within the study area and 
appropriate active travel intervention will be included within 
the project.   

• Providing for a mix of land uses for new developments
• Increased parking charges / providing for permeability 

and public realm / urban design improvements
• Counter commuting strategy
• Signals / Traffi c Management

• On-street parking controls
• Flexible working / workplace/area-wide mobility 

management plans / residential mobility management 
plans / carpooling

• Interchange facilities
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The road component includes new road infrastructure within Tipperary 
Town coupled with a Preferred Option Corridor within which existing 
road infrastructure can be upgraded (18% of the corridor length) or 
new infrastructure built. 

Link Road 1 is an additional link road between the N74 just east of St. 
Michael’s Cemetery to the roundabout junction of the R661 and St. 
Michael’s Avenue (i.e. north of St. Michael’s Cemetery). Link Road 2 
joins the Tipperary Road at the roundabout junction of Knockanrawley 
and Tipperary Road to the existing N24 east of Tipperary Town. 

The Preferred Option Corridor commences at Knockballyfookeen west 
of Brooks Bridge. It progresses off-line in a south easterly direction, 
south of the existing N24 to Shanaclough West, at which point it 
reconnects with the existing N24 and continues south to Bohercrow. 
From here it deviates from the existing N24 and bypasses Tipperary 
Town to the northeast to connect with the N74 to the east of the town.

From the N74, the Preferred Option Corridor continues southeast to 
Dromline and continues further southeast to Templenahurney. There is 
a link road at this point which provides a connection to Bansha. The 
Preferred Option Corridor ties into the existing N24 at Cloghabreedy 
Roundabout at Junction 10 of the M8. 

The identifi cation of this Preferred Transport Solution will ensure 
delivery of an overall sustainable transport solution which caters 
for all modes. This aligns with the hierarchy of intervention whereby 
every effort is utilised to reduce trip demand initially, which in turn 
promotes an uptake on active travel modes, before progressing to 
new infrastructure, noting that the new infrastructure also includes for 
active travel and caters for public transport. Furthermore, this enables 
the placemaking of Tipperary Town, whilst also delivering on NSO 2 of 
the National Planning Framework connecting the regions, which aligns 
with the core project objectives.

Preferred Transport Solution
Road Component

Tipperary Town Bypass
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Visualisation of Tipperary Town with Potential Active Travel Measures

Following this public display, the Phase 2 (Option Selection) 
process will be fi nalised, culminating in the publication of the 
Option Selection Report in Q3 2022. 

These documents will be made available on the project 
website (www.n24cahirlimerick.ie). The Option Selection 
Report contains all of the supporting detail behind each 
step in the analysis during Phase 2, documenting both the 
assessments undertaken and the decisions made. 

Subject to the receipt of the necessary approvals and funding, 
the project will then proceed to the next phase of the planning 
and design process, i.e. Phase 3 (Design & Environmental 
Evaluation).

The purpose of Phase 3 will be to further develop the design 
of the Preferred Transport Solution selected in Phase 2 and 
undertake an environmental evaluation of the design to a 
suffi cient level of detail to establish landtake requirements 
and to progress the project through the statutory process.

If you are unable to attend the public display exhibition the 
proposals may be viewed at the addresses below from 27 May 
to 17 June 2022. 

Tipperary County Council Offi ces
Rosanna Road
Tipperary 
E34 WD51 

or 
Cappamore Library
Library & Art Studios 
Gortnascarry
Cappamore
Co. Limerick
V94 C6X4

Or on the project website www.n24cahirlimerck.ie.

Updates, news and details of future public displays will be 
published on www.n24cahirlimerck.ie.

Cahir Library
The Square
Cahir
Co. Tipperary 
E21 WD89

What Happens Next? Contact

You can book an online or telephone meeting with a member of the project team through the online booking facility  on 
www. www.n24cahirlimerick.ie or telephoning 061 951000 or sending an email to cahirlimerick@midwestroads.ie.


